
Larson LXi 208 (2006-)
Brief Summary
Although it is the smallest in the LXi series, Larson did not skimp on the amenities. The LXi 208 is a great

choice for those who typically spend their time close to shore and are looking for something easy to operate,

without getting delivered bare-bones features.

Price
Base Price$35106.00

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
New dash design

3-step stern boarding ladder

4-step bow boarding ladder

Integrated swim platform

Lounger bow seating

Bow filler cushion

Cockpit snap-in carpet

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

650 3.2 2.8 1 3.37 2.93 88 76 68

1000 4.7 4 1.4 3.31 2.88 86 75 70

1500 7 6 2.5 2.8 2.43 73 63 72

2000 8.1 7 4 2.04 1.77 53 46 72

2500 21.2 18.4 5.1 4.2 3.65 110 95 74
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

3000 29.1 25.3 6.5 4.51 3.92 118 102 80

3500 35.6 31 9.6 3.73 3.24 97 85 84

4000 42.8 37.2 11.6 3.7 3.22 97 84 87

4500 48 41.7 14.3 3.35 2.92 88 76 88

5000 52 45.2 19 2.74 2.38 72 62 93

View the test results in metric units
lxi208chart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 20' 9''

BEAM 7 '10''

Dry Weight 3,245 lbs

Tested Weight

Draft 2' 9'' (max)

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom 21 deg.
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Max Headroom open

Bridge Clearance N/A

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 29 gal.

Water Capacity none

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width
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Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 3.4 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio 1.62: 1

Props 14 1/4 x 21'' Aluminum

Load 2 persons, 1/2 fuel, no water, minimal gear

Climate 70 deg., 70% humid.; wind: 5-10 mph; seas: light chop

A Luxurious Runabout

Capt. Keith Burton

Test Captain

The days when boat builders could get by with just a few features and modest build quality are long gone.

These days boat buying consumers are a tough lot to please and have high expectations. Those

expectations are handily met in the 2006 Larson LXi 208. Here’s a high-quality, feature-rich boat with the

style, performance and value that even the most discriminating boat buyer would find satisfying.

Reputation

The Larson name is not new to the boat building business. Since Paul Larson first started building boats in

1913, this company has learned a few things about building pleasure boats and has an enviable reputation

in the industry. Larson sells boats across the country and overseas with expertise derived from listening to

their customers.
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The LXi 208 is a premium 20-foot-9-inch runabout packed with amenities, but priced well within the reach of

most families looking for a boat that's a couple of steps above average.

Design

Sleekly designed, this is a fast boat with plenty of room onboard for a family and the friends. It is at home in

almost any waters, from bays to lakes. The LXi 208 features an all-new high-style interior for 2006.

Seating

At the bow is a four-step ladder with its own cover that is nicely and discretely integrated at the bow’s

leading edge. Such ladders have long been a feature of deckboats and it is nice to see it here on a

runabout.

The bow seats are richly padded and covered with a high quality vinyl that is resistant to ultra-violet light. At

both port and starboard the seats are lower toward the windshield, which places passengers lower into the

boat, a nice safety feature for children. There is also a center cushion that can be installed in the footwell to

turn the bow seating into a large sun pad.

Stainless steel fittings are used throughout, including premium pop-up cleats and hinges for the various

compartments on the boat. Storage beneath the seats is plentiful.

Practical Helm Features

Amidships, Larson’s designers took an automotive approach to the helm design, which looks more like the

dash of a fine car than a boat. Gauges are white on black with chrome bezels and are very easy to see, and

quite attractive.

An excellent Clarion sound system with Sirius Satellite radio capabilities provides the tunes if you don’t want

to play a CD or listen to FM. Our boat was equipped with an optional Captain’s Call dual exhaust system. A

simple rocker switch engages the system, which would change the sound of the engine’s exhaust from quiet

to a throaty rumble. The system also adds a bit more performance.

We particularly liked the well-padded, sleekly designed bucket seats for both the captain and passenger that

swivel and have lift-up bolsters.

Abundant Seating

At the stern, a broad bench seat wraps around the back of the cabin area. There is room underneath for

storage and an ice cooler. A large deck storage compartment has all the room you would need for skis and

a wakeboard. Snap out 24-ounce marine carpeting makes cleaning up from a sandy day at the beach easy,

along with the in-floor drains placed throughout the cabin.

A large sun pad at the stern opens on the starboard side to provide access to a large non-skid swim

platform through a narrow passageway at the transom. The sun pad also opens further to provide access to

the boat’s engine compartment. A nice touch is that the sun pad opening at the transom can do double duty

as a headrest. The large swim platform is integrated with the hull and features a stainless steel three-step

foldout ladder and a fresh water shower.

Performance and Handling

Our boat was equipped with a powerful MerCruiser MPI 5-liter V8 with 260 horsepower. We saw a top
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speed of 52 mph at 5000 rpm with two people onboard. But speed is not the only issue in a boat. The

Larson LXi 208 handles smooth with impeccable ease. Steering is fairly light and the boat takes sharp turns

with no drama or undue cavitations. Passengers will like the boat’s smooth ride and excellent performance

over waves and wakes. Pounding is minimal for most wakes.

There is no question that this is a well-designed boat with excellent fit and finish. But the best is that it has

the performance for most any activity on the water and at a price most families can afford.
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